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Climate trends may be assessed from long term observations of key parameters. Our 

project has amassed several important data sets, termed Climate Data Records 

(CDR), that address aerosol loading and optical properties and radiation flux at the 
surface both broadband and PAR at key locations in the Amazon Basin. Recent 

access to MODIS data allows regional characterization of the aerosol properties 
anchored by the point CDRs. We report here the summary to date of the CDR data-

base derived from a decade of AERONET aerosol observations and new analysis of 
four years of coincident pyranometer and PAR observations.  

In Brazil, we now have a data set of broadband flux measurements at several sites 

distributed across the Amazon basin, with a record spanning more than 4 years at 

some locations. Pyranometers, PAR sensors (400-700nm), and filtered pyranometers 
(PAR+UV) have been operated with varying lengths of data record. This network 

represents one of the few such long-term flux data-bases available for this region, 
and provides an opportunity to characterize the nature of atmospheric effects on 

surface, broadband irradiance.

Smoke from biomass burning has a profound impact on PAR and UV flux. We have 
examined the disproportionately greater reductions in sub 700nm irradiance relative 

to the full solar spectrum in previous papers. PAR irradiance can be modeled 

reasonably well from total broadband flux for low and moderate AOT conditions, but 
much less confidently during heavy smoke conditions. Here we present an empirical 

relationship for estimating PAR+UV flux from only total broadband flux and AOT, and 
test its effectiveness for predicting PAR+UV for independent data sets of 

pyranometer and AOT data in Brazil.

We found that we were able to predict with reasonable accuracy even the daily 
integrated PAR+UV irradiance from daily integrated total broadband flux during high 

AOT months, despite the variations in cloud conditions that exists over this 

timeframe. Monthly averaged CDRs of AOD, SSA, broadband flux, PAR flux and PAR 
+UV flux and modeled PAR+UV flux will be presented.  
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